
 
 

U15 Redbacks Match Report 
 
Saturday, August 4, 2018 
 
The U15 Redbacks resumed training two weeks ago after their mid year break and the coach 
sensed some rejuvenation as they trained exceptionally well. So when the team assembled at a 
windy Flinders oval you could feel the positive vibe. Today the contest was against the Canberra 
Grammar side who were placed second on the table in this Div 1 competition. 
 
The Grammar team instantly began to raid the Redbacks defence and the Redbacks scrambled 
strongly to keep them at bay. Eventually the Grammar side scored their first but the Redbacks 
were making it as difficult for them as they could . The onslaught from Grammar continued but 
the Yass  team was strong and determined but could not prevent another 2 goals being scored 
for the halftime score to be 3-0 in favor of the home side . 
 
Still the vibe was positive by the Redbacks at the break and they went back out on to the field 
determined to win the the second half.  Throughout  this half the Redbacks looked much more 
organised in defence and this frustrated the grammar boys . It was a great display at times by 
Yass with Bryce Battye and Reuben Robinson almost having   opportunities to register a score 
for the Redbacks.   Zach Enseleit was  outstanding in defence and Cal Morgan was looking 
sharp as the second  half keeper. 
 
Unfortunately the Grammar side broke through the Redbacks defensive line in dubious fashion 
to put it past the Redbacks keeper to take the score to 4-0 and it remained that until full time . In 
reality this  was a gutsy and determined performance from the Redbacks team and considering it 
has been 5 weeks since they last played the coach was feeling quite proud of the teams effort. 
 
Super Coach Gary. 


